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Abstract
Chinese classical garden rockeries have rich historical and cultural value, as they are a part of China’s cultural heritage.
In recent years, while the digital research of rockeries has increased, most of it is limited to a rockery’s digital record.
However, other issues have not been thoroughly discussed, such as how to digitally protect a rockery, activate it as
an immovable, solid site heritage by digital means, and transform its function. To ensure the effectiveness of rockery
data, this paper compares the advantages and disadvantages of digitally mapping the Huanxiu Shanzhuang rockery,
which was conducted by the team at an early stage, to a convenient and accurate digital rockery data acquisition
scheme that was used for the Zhanyuan South Rockery, as an example of carrying out three-dimensional digital mapping. Furthermore, from the perspective of the sustainable development of cultural heritage, this study attempts to
print Chinese classical garden rockeries in three dimensions to realize their physical representation. This paper aims to
provide a new way to activate, restore, and protect rockeries.
Keywords: Chinese classical garden, Zhanyuan South Rockery, Terrestrial laser scanning, 3D printing, Sustainability
Introduction
As a solid heritage site, the Chinese classical garden rockery was systematically introduced by Murck and Fong as
early as 1980 [1]. Next, Yu et al. [2], Paolillo et al. [3], and
Keswick et al.. [4] described the details of rockeries more
clearly; Parkes [5] pointed out that the love for rocks in
Chinese culture is unique; and Aplin [6] proposed that
the rockery has a strong representation in Chinese classical gardens. The heritage and cultural value of rockeries have been fully discussed all over the world. In
recent years, with the wide application of 3D scanning
technology in the field of cultural heritage [7–9], some
scholars have made attempts to use 3D digital technology to map and record rockeries. For example, Zhang
et al. have systematically demonstrated the feasibility of
3D laser scanning and close-range photogrammetry for
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landscape mapping [10]. Yang et al. have carried out systematic mapping and an analysis of the Yu Garden rockery by using a 3D laser point cloud [11]. Wen Ning [12]
obtained accurate drawings of the Jingyi Garden rockeries through digital mapping technology. Finally, Chen
Wanyu [13] has used the finite element method to preliminarily explore the 3D stacking of a rockery. Overall,
many teams have achieved substantial research on digital data acquisition of rockeries and carried out digital
research by using a data model. However, several studies on digital rockeries have focused only on the digital
acquisition of a rockery and the digital model’s analysis.
These studies do not entail an in-depth discussion of the
physical representation of the digital model.
Since Chinese classical garden rockeries are part of
China’s cultural heritage, they belong to the category
of a cultural landscape. Therefore, the protection and
research of rockeries need to be based on the World
Heritage Committee’s concept of a cultural landscape.
According to the definition in UNESCO’s 2013 edition
of the guidelines for implementing the World Heritage
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Convention [14], cultural landscapes must be evolutionary and sustainable. As a cultural landscape, measures
for protecting rockeries must begin by being sustainable.
The digitization of heritage is widely used as an effective
means for achieving sustainable development. Through
digitization, a rockery can be simulated three dimensionally. However, according to Zanola et al., people are
more inclined to provide access to an actual artifact than
provide a virtual substitute [15]. For rockeries, digital
technology saves the model information, but from the
perspective of intuition and learning, a solid display is
more advantageous than a virtual 3D model.
Since they have a solid-state heritage, rockeries significantly impact their sustainability without digitalization:
(i) Rockeries are different from small-scale cultural
relics, as they have large-scale, solid-state heritage,
which cannot be displayed on the move. Tourists
and researchers, for example, can only contact a
rockery through field investigation.
(ii) Unlike most buildings, rockeries are not made of
wood or bricks. While bricks and wood need secondary processing when building houses and can
be produced in a mold or formed to standard, the
rocks used for the rockery are all from nature and
are natural shapes. In nature, each rock is as unique
as a snowflake. Therefore, when the mountain is
damaged, and the rock is broken and lost, they are
difficult to rebuild.
(iii) Some rockeries are not open to visitors because of
serious damage and their extensive history.
Thus, a rockery without a digital carrier cannot interact
with people well, as its cultural base is largely blocked to
the public, and its sustainability as a cultural landscape
is significantly affected. Since the classical garden lost its
function of serving the literati, the rockery, one of the
garden elements, must continue to be activated by evolving to meet the needs of both the public and cultural
landscape.
Issued by Henry Cole in 1867, the Convention for Promoting Universally Reproductions of Works of Art for
the Benefits of Museums of All Countries [16] is dedicated to the reproduction of artworks. Through physics,
these works evolve and are reproduced through sculpture, photos, and other means that do not harm the
original. Therefore, the rockery should also be a part of
this sustainable process of evolution by utilizing physics. Since the rockery is too large and the stone’s height
is irregular, it cannot be physically shaped through direct
sculpture. Also, because of strong participation, its function as an image carrier does not have an intuitive effect.
Digital information should be used to make a rockery
into a physical carrier. In other words, digital means
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should be gradually transformed from having archival
purposes to achieving physical representation, so that it
can intuitively serve more people while ensuring the sustainability of its cultural value.
As a form of a digital model carrier, 3D printing has
been used to protect cultural heritage [17] —for example, in restoring historical buildings [18–21] and cultural
relics [22]. A 3D-printed model plays an important role
in protecting the rockery. Just as historical buildings are
constantly being damaged by natural and human factors (e.g., air pollution [23] and mechanical loads [24]),
Chinese classical garden rockeries are also constantly
exposed to outside elements through the year, so they
are affected by natural factors, including sunshine,
rain, wind, as well as man-made factors such as tourists’ climbing. Since most rockeries face local collapse,
weathering, seepage, and other natural factors caused by
damage to the mountain, they must be intermittently or
permanently closed for the sake of heritage protection
and detection, which means that visitors cannot experience close contact with the rockery. A rockery model
obtained through 3D printing can build models of different scales. Because of its degree of replicability, this part
of the model can be displayed to visitors throughout the
year and can even be disassembled. Moreover, whereas
the rockery originally belonged to an immovable heritage
site, its digital copy can be moved (to a certain extent) in
the form of digital media re-materialization. This would
ensure its cultural transmission and promote the possibility of a cultural landscape’s sustainable exhibition
across the world.
Lim et al. tested medical undergraduates who had not
received teaching in cardiac anatomy and found that the
examination scores of the students who used a threedimensional printed biological model for self-directed
learning increased by 60.8% [25]. This score was significantly higher than that of the students who used cadaveric materials or combined materials for self-directed
learning, which demonstrates its operability in education. For rockery researchers, by restoring the original
appearance of rockeries to the greatest possible extent,
3D models can assist learning and studying. Not only
will this method ensure data authenticity, but it will also
avoid the possibility of damage that could be caused by
multiple researchers having direct contact with the rockeries. Moreover, 3D printing models can be displayed and
collected in museums. Through industrial reproduction
[26], new forms of cultural heritage analysis and results
may be developed as well and provide global opportunities for studying rockeries.
Currently, there is copious research on use of 3D
printing to preserve cultural heritage, such as 3D scanning and modeling by UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
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photogrammetry [27, 28]. However, the rockery is covered with a large number of plants. When using UAV
photogrammetry, an abundance of plant leaves and
branches seriously affect the accuracy of measurement
and render a large number of areas unable to be photographed because of plant occlusion; thus, it is impossible
to rely on UAV Photogrammetry for 3D scanning and
printing models. In recent years, however, 3D printing
costs have gradually reduced, while the number of 3D
printing products has increased. In their work, Wabinski
and Moscicka state that most currently produced models
are only decorative, which is not conducive for planning
and research [29]. A 3D-printed model should, to the
greatest extent, recreate the original appearance of the
site to ensure the authenticity of its products and restore
part of the cultural heritage’s research value. Therefore,
follow-up research can be conducted around these products to prevent damaging the heritage and ensure the
continuous copying of its printed products.
According to our knowledge, there currently seems to
be no research on the 3D printing of rockeries; this fact is
primarily due to the difficulty in obtaining from the rockery because of the complexity and diversity of its shape.
In other words, the accuracy of the data is dependent
on the 3D printing model’s accuracy as well. Therefore,
this study attempts to carry out high-precision processing on the model during the data acquisition stage as well
as the 3D printing stage, respectively, to ensure that the
model has a similar level of detail with the heritage site.
The model can replace some functions of the heritage
site as it could be utilized in such fields as education and
tourism to ensure the sustainability of its cultural heritage. Furthermore, there is no systematic and theoretical
discussion on applying 3D printing in rockeries either. To
this end, this study selects the Nanjing Zhanyuan South
rockery to discuss the feasibility of 3D printing. Through
3D scanning and 3D printing, this study obtains a complete and systematic 3D scanning scheme.
While most existing research focuses on stand-alone
ground laser scanning [30] and digital photogrammetry [31], the 3D scanning modeling of a private garden
is primarily based on terrestrial 3D laser scanning or a
combination that includes UAV photogrammetry as well
as other schemes [32]. Most of these studies discussed
data collection and archiving but did not discuss how to
display data in different ways, such as through 3D printing. Different display methods determine the accuracy
of data at the acquisition stage. None of these schemes
is aimed at 3D printing, however; thus, the equipment,
instruments, and mapping methods are based on a single mapping target, which is not how the rockery is most
often utilized because of its complex surface texture and
environment. For example, most of the private garden
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rockeries south of the Yangtze River have rich cave and
gap changes. For the terrestrial 3D laser scanner, most of
the cave areas are too small to be scanned, preventing the
obtainment of point cloud data with increased accuracy.
The results of 3D printing and secondary scanning should
meet the needs of the scientific research team. Therefore,
the 3D laser scanning scheme for 3D printing should also
combine a terrestrial 3D laser scanner and a hand-held
3D laser scanner. Since these data sets are complementary, we can obtain complete and accurate 3D data sets of
rockeries to print.
Research aim

This paper introduces a new scanning and model processing method for Chinese classical garden rockeries to conduct 3D printing. Based on the team’s early experience
scanning Huanxiu Shanzhuang, this paper analyzes the
advantages and disadvantages of the methods that were
used and improves the 3D scanning method for rockeries. The aim, therefore, is to simplify the scanning process,
reduce the scanning time, and improve scanning efficiency
and accuracy, which could help facilitate later research.
This paper puts forward the novel idea of the three-dimensional printing of rockeries in order to assist in their future
restoration, provide increased opportunities for studying
them, and protect them (e.g., rescue protection and preventive protection) from natural and man-made changes
that are a result of open-air conditions.

Materials and methods
Study site

Zhanyuan, one of the four famous gardens in the Jiangnan area of China, is located in Nanjing. It was built during the Jiajing period of the Ming Dynasty, and its spatial
layout and gardening techniques are typical of the private gardens in Jiangnan. Zhanyuan has Jingmiao hall
in the center with a long corridor, and the layout is also
equipped with pavilions, a windowed veranda, waterside pavilions, and other garden buildings to create a rich
and varied garden space. There are two rockeries in the
south and north of the courtyard, which are located on
the north and south sides of Jingmiao hall. The southern rockery was built by Liu Dunzhen, a famous Chinese
architect [33].
The overall shape of the mountain surrounds the lower
front portion of the rockery and the higher backend
as well. The peaks and mountains make up dispersed
front and back layers with stone walls that are vertically
divided by grooves. Thus, the limestone texture in other
natural mountain walls is consistent. According to the
principle dome structure, a cave is built on the stone wall,
and an artificial waterfall is constructed alongside plants,
making it appear like a valley in the mountains (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1 Zhanyuan’s south rockery

Target‑free 3D scanning method

In an early stage, the team performed a 3D scan of Suiyuan and Huanxiu Shanzhuang. By setting up the station, they were able to acquire field data from the 3D
laser scanner, the Leica ScanStation C10. According to
different garden-building elements, sweeping sites were
set up for the whole garden. To splice point cloud data
at a later stage, the scanning targets should be established as the site is being set up in the early stage in
order to register the point cloud. During the scanning
process of Suiyuan, thirteen scanning sites and thirteen
scanning targets were set up. In Huanxiu Shanzhuang,
however, eighty-nine scanning sites and sixty-one
scanning targets were established, including twentytwo stations and ten targets in the main rockery area
(Fig. 2).
During the scan of the entire Huanxiu Shanzhuang
site, the target and site could not be set in the deep cave
of the rockery and the narrow spaces, such as the stone
joint, because of the site’s space limited for setting up
the scanning target. The registration accuracy of the
point cloud is affected by the number of targets. In the
later stage, when using Cyclone (software for processing point cloud data) to match the point cloud on time,
there were some problems in the rockery of Huanxiu
Shanzhuang, such as the staggered stone area, leaks
in the splicing process, and coordination confusion
(Fig. 3). In the later stage, when the point cloud model
was refined, manual registration was needed in areas
that had fewer scanning targets (e.g., mountain caves),
which resulted in a large error. Therefore, from the
researcher’s perspective, it is feasible to use the 3D laser
scanner with the scanning target type data acquisition
method for researching a park’s landscape elements.
However, for a rockery with a single garden element,

Fig. 2 Stations of Huanxiu Shangzhuang

the accuracy of digital rockery research is limited by an
early field operation error.
To avoid the problems caused by Huanxiu Shanzhuang scanning and further improve the scanning
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Fig. 3 Huanxiu Shanzhuang modeling problem. a The front and back of the rockery are interlaced. b There is a hole in the surface of the mountain.
c Stone crossing in some areas. d Coordinate confusion

accuracy, this experiment adopts a target-free 3D
scanning method to avoid the problem of limited data
accuracy caused by a target that cannot be placed. The
object of this data collection is the South Rockery of
Zhanyuan, which remains a complex space. Since the
surrounding plants provide ample cover with dramatically changing heights, most areas are difficult to walk
through. Meanwhile, because of the demand of the Chinese classical garden’s construction method, it is closely
connected with the surrounding environment, and a
large number of rockery components are shielded from
each other. This environment cannot use a conventional
data acquisition method, such as UAV aerial photography or photogrammetry. Although the stand-alone 3D
laser scanner can ensure the data’s high accuracy, the
complexity of the rockery and occlusion between the
landscapes render many areas of the mountains difficult
to either stand or scan. Moreover, the rockery is primarily composed of Taihu stone (a type of stone from
Lake Tai, in the western part of Suzhou, China, which
has a variety of forms, many holes and textures on its
surface, and often appears in classical gardens), and so
the surface has caves and an extremely complex texture.
Relying only on the terrestrial 3D laser scanner means

that there will be similar problems with surveying and
mapping Huanxiu Shanzhuang and Suiyuan.
To avoid these problems and collect sufficiently accurate rockery data, this study attempts to use a hand-held
3D laser scanner for mapping. Compared to the standalone scanner, the hand-held scanner is highly flexible,
and it can operate in local fine areas without setting up
a station. Although it has a high operability capacity for
caves, cliffs, areas with complex structures, and narrow
spaces, the accuracy of the data acquisition is lower than
the stand-alone 3D laser scanner; its surveying and mapping range meets the surveying and mapping needs for a
small rockery less than 100 meters in length. Therefore,
to meet the demands of 3D printing, this study adopts
the multiple data acquisition method by utilizing a terrestrial 3D laser scanner and a hand-held 3D laser scanner
to conduct data acquisition for Zhanyuan’s South Rockery. This includes the advantages of the two surveying
and mapping methods, complements the data, and meets
the modeling requirements. To ensure the accuracy of
the scanning data while using the two scanners together,
the main body of the large rockery was scanned with the
stand-alone 3D laser scanner and then supplemented by
the hand-held backpack 3D laser scanner. The data will
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be supplemented for areas whose stand-alone data cannot be collected.
The equipment used in this study was a terrestrial
Trimble TX8, which has an acquisition accuracy of
1 mm, a scanning distance of 18% of the target reflectivity (above 335 m), and a measurement speed of
1,000,000 points per second; its price is $115,000 USD.
The hand-held, knapsack GeoSLAM ZEB HORIZON
was also used; its mapping distance can reach 100 m
with a scanning speed of 300,000 points per second and
an acquisition accuracy of 10–30 mm, and its price is
$85,000 USD. The whole collection area of the rockery is about 2200 m2, and the large volume is covered
by many plants. The main part of the rockery was collected using the Trimble TX8. Because of the intersection and shielding of the rockery’s various landscape
elements, components, and irregularities during the
process of erecting the rockery, to comprehensively
obtain all sides of it, the hand-held scanning operation
is added as well.
Because the surface of Taihu stone has an extremely
complex texture and presents a porous structure, it is
necessary to include multiple sites from different angles
to scan every face and cranny of the rock completely.
Also, because the rockery surface is covered with a large
number of plants that seriously affect the actual distance of scanning and blocks the laser, an increase in
the number of stands was made to ensure the complete
scanning of all corners of the rockery. The total number of large-scale stations was 154 (Fig. 4). The scanning
time was 3.5 h, and the total number of cloud collection
points was approximately 1.66 billion. Since the narrow
area and cave cannot be accessed or blocked from too
much scanning information, the hand-held GeoSLAM
ZEB HORIZON scanner was used to scan the details of
the rockery for a short distance; however, this process
does not necessitate setting up a station. The researcher
carries out a full range of laser scanning to capture the

Fig. 4 Zhanyuan’s South Rockery stations (the red area is the target
rockery area)
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object through a hand-held scanning instrument. The
overall scanning time is forty minutes, and the total number of points is about 320 million.
Automatic splicing data processing without targets

Preprocessing the point cloud data followed the field data
collection. Matched with the Trimble TX8, the Trimble RealWorks (TRW) software, which can preliminarily splice point cloud data, was used for processing. To
avoid the problem of automatic data splicing at a later
stage (due to the target being unable to set, which affects
the accuracy of scanning data), the Trimble TX8 and the
TRW software can realize fully automatic splicing without a target and automatically calibrate based on the
degree of overlap between the cloud data from each site.
Since the object of the 3D scanning is a rockery (compared to scanning the entire garden space), the research
conducted for this study involves the overlapping of
rocks and the surface’s texture to maintain high scanning
precision.
In the process of surveying and mapping Huanxiu
Shanzhuang, the spatial range was large since the
research object included the entire garden; thus, the
data accuracy was not high. In the mapping process of
acquiring rockery data, the Leica ScanStation C10 had
to maintain the instrument balance during the process of
erecting the station. Since the rockery surface was mostly
uneven and the site’s setting was limited, it was impossible to comprehensively scan every surface of the Taihu
stone in the rockery. All of the data, therefore, could only
be calibrated by the scanning target. Therefore, in the
post-processed data, many holes remained in the rockery that need to be completed manually, which greatly
reduces the accuracy of the research.
To ensure accurate data acquisition in all areas of the
rockery during the scanning process, the number of
stations at different angles was increased to 154 during the set-up process. Comprehensive data acquisition and data reconnection between the stations was
achieved by ensuring point cloud calibration during
the later stage. Also, the Trimble TX8 did not require
an absolute level during the scanning process; thus,
more stations could be set up on the rockery’s surface.
Meanwhile, this instrument could cooperate with the
hand-held Slam_Horizon scanner to further guarantee
comprehensive data. The complete data splicing process took fifteen hours. The final average splicing accuracy was 2.67 mm, and the total number of points was
1.66 billion.
Based on aerial photos and preliminary point cloud
splicing results, Zhanyuan’s South Rockery cannot be
identified or studied because it is shrouded by plants.
Therefore, after the point cloud preprocessing stage,
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it is necessary to classify the point cloud to exclude
the impact that plants have on the rockery. The point
clouds of the rockery and vegetation are automatically classified in the TRW software, which took an
hour, approximately. Since the rockery is covered with
shrubs, some are automatically identified as rockery
and ground. Therefore, after the software’s automatic
calculation is complete, one further step of data precision treatment is needed; the model needs to be
manually refined to eliminate the impact of shrubs
on the rockery while retaining the trunk and roots of
some trees to avoid leaving a ground cavity. The whole
model’s precision treatment time takes eight working
days.
After finishing the point cloud classification, the
triangle network model should be calculated next.
Since the point cloud contains ample plant information, there will be model dislocation and other errors
during the calculation process of the triangular network model, which need to be manually repaired. In
this stage, the TRW software automatically filters the
remaining shrubs to include rockery information in the
model, which takes six working days. During the scanning process, the rockery was made-up of overlapping
stones. Generating the software grid model would have
rendered avoiding the occurrence of some small holes
impossible; therefore, one step of the data precision
treatment, the process is to repair the model manually,
was needed. Finally, it took six working days to repair
the rockery and complete the Trimble TX8 fine scanning process of the whole rockery model (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 The Trimble TX8 model process procedure
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Results and discussion
Data merging

The hand-held GeoSLAM ZEB HORIZON 3D scanner
is primarily responsible for gathering field data in narrow areas (e.g., caves, stone seams, hole, and plant-filled
areas) that cannot be scanned by the Trimble TX8. Since
the Slam_Horizon does not require setting up a station,
it can conveniently maintain both the initial and endpoints at the same location. The data collection took
forty minutes, and the total number of acquired points
was approximately 320 million. The subsequent point
cloud processing steps of the Slam_Horizon are the same
as the Trimble TX8’s data processing steps. By aligning
the processed Slam_Horizon and the Trimble TX8 models, the two data sets can be complementary. The merge
process also used TRW. In this process, the overlapping
parts of the point clouds of the two models are identified
to realize automatic splicing; this means that it is not necessary to manually select the coordinates of the feature
points and the target. At an intersection of small cracks,
for example, the Slam_Horizon obtained the data that
the Trimble TX8 cannot obtain, and finally, the two data
sets complement each other to complete the point cloud
data model of Zhanyuan’s South Rockery (Figs. 6, 7 and
8). The accuracy of the combined model remains at the
millimeter level.

3D printing
Because of the large volume of the entire model
(approximately 750 m2), printing the rockery in 3D
entailed selecting a relatively complex area of the
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Fig. 6 The model combination of the Trimble TX8 and Slam_Horizon (with the Slam_Horizon data in red, and the Trimble TX8 data in green)

Fig. 7 The combined model (with the Slam_Horizon data in blue, and the Trimble TX8 data in gray)
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Fig. 8 Final model

rockery and cutting the model down to its printable
size (with the range being 13 m × 13 m and the height
at approximately 8 m). Since the scanning model is a
shell structure, it needs to be thickened to ensure the
structure’s stability during printing. The necessary
thickness can be obtained by extending the edge of the
model down to its lowest part, closing it, opening the

Fig. 9 Model processing for the 3D printing

bottom, and shelling it (Fig. 9). In the scanning process,
some areas of the rockery were completely covered by
plants; therefore, data could not be obtained. In the
preliminary modeling process, the local area appeared
smooth after removing the plants. To ensure the data’s
integrity, the team selected the rock texture suitable
for the area to supplement and repair the conditions of
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plant-covered rocks onsite. This improved the rockery
model (Fig. 10).
The study now turns to 3D printing material selection
with SLA (Stereolithography) and FDM (Fuse Deposition Modeling) as the possible printing techniques. In
the SLA printing method, the material is photosensitive
resin, while for FDM the materials are thermoplastic
materials like ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) or
PLA (Polylactic Acid). SLA can achieve a higher level of
detail than FDM [26]. Since the rockery featured a high
textural complexity, the SLA material was selected for
this print. Because of the large volume of rockery, this
printing used Union Tech Lite 800 equipment, whose
molding size can reach 800 × 800 × 550 mm. This
allowed the rockery to be printed as a whole, without
later splicing, thereby avoiding errors and other problems that may be caused by later splicing. Moreover, the
processing accuracy of this print reaches 0.2 mm, which
restored the millimeter level point cloud model of 3D
scanning to the greatest extent, highlighting the complex shape of the rockery, as well as the surface texture.
In the 3D printing process, there may be some warpage
caused by thin areas or a large number of planes. Therefore, the model was thickened, and its edge was pulled
down in the model processing stage to make the rockery edge present a right-angled surface, which served
to prevent warpage of the model. At the same time,
owing to the large volume of rockery and with the goal
of avoiding the problem of rockery deformation in the
printing process, support was added at the bottom and
back of the rockery (Fig. 11). The overall printing time
was 48 h. After printing, it took three hours to remove
the supports and polish the surface; the final printing
cost was $846. As this printing was not coated or heattreated, it could be stored for about two years under
outdoor exposure. If it is stored indoors and properly
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kept away from light and humidity, the service life of
the model could reach more than 10 years. This project
finally produced a 600 x 600 x 410 mm local model of
Zhanyuan’s South Rockery (Fig. 12). This model accurately reflected the rockery’s detailed texture, shape,
and informational characteristics, all of which may provide the basis for follow-up research. It proves the mapping method’s feasibility (Additional file 1).
In this study, our research object was relatively unique,
as scant research had been conducted prior to our study
concerning the digital record of Chinese classical gardens, and research on the digital information of rockeries continues even rarer. Our study entails innovative
research in this field by digitally recording a rockery and
physically reproducing it through 3D printing.
This study compares the scanning process of the
Huanxiu Shanzhuang and Zhanyuan rockeries and summarizes a set of 3D scanning processes that are suitable
for a rockery (the selected object of this study) that is
stacked with Taihu stone for the main body and has a
garden. Because of the small space of the Jiangnan private
gardens (which were selected for this study), the rockery
had high complexity and constituted a strong representation of a typical rockery. The 3D scanning method for
modeling had a compelling universality, as it can also be
used in other gardens with large spaces and rockeries
with highly complex surfaces.
This study also considers the plant life surrounding the
rockery. Previously, the 3D scanning technology used to
digitally record China’s cultural heritage was a terrestrial
3D laser scanner [32, 34], which had limitations for scanning the rockery’s porous structure. This study clearly
shows that through the use of hand-held 3D laser scanners, the concave and convex areas, local holes, cracks,
and other narrow space areas of the rockery surface are
obtainable, which solves the problem of incomplete data

Fig. 10 Model repair (the left side is before repair, and the right side is after repair)
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Fig. 11 The structural support behind the model in the printing process

Fig. 12 3D printed model

caused by the inability of terrestrial 3D laser scanners in
these areas.
This study summarizes the scanning experience of
Huanxiu Shanzhuang [32], where the target-free 3D laser
scanner was used to solve the problem of data missing caused by a target setting failure in some areas. The
scanning area was about 7.5 times that of Huanxiu Shanzhuang, but, thanks to the simpler scanning operation,

the overall scanning time was reduced from the original
7 days to only 3.5 h. (Table 1).
At the same time, this study revealed that, compared
with the stand-alone 3D laser scanner, the hand-held 3D
laser scanner is more flexible and convenient because of
factors such as no target, no stand, a small volume, and
a scanning time of 0.4 h that is shorter than that of the
stand-alone. Thus, it is more suitable for people who
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Table 1 Mapping comparison
Object

Huanxiu Shanzhuang rockeries

Zhanyuan’s
South
Rockery

Equipment

Leica ScanStation C10

Trimble TX8

Number of scanning stations

22

154

Number of scanning targets

10

0

Is manual point cloud splicing required?

Yes

No

Scan time

7 days

Scan range

~ 100 m

need fast 3D scanning of rockeries. However, the accuracy of the data is lower than that of the stand-alone 3D
laser scanner; thus, it is suitable for the rapid acquisition
of data in complex areas such as a rockery and complementary to the data of stand-alone 3D laser scanner as
auxiliary data. (Table 2).
In the later stage of data processing, TRW was adopted
to process the target-free, fully automatic splicing data.
The automatic splicing was realized through the overlapping areas between the point clouds obtained in the
earlier stage. This solved problems such as coordinate
confusion caused by an error in target setting; there were
no problems such as the interpenetration of stones or a
crisscross of the front and the back; thus, the accuracy of
the data had been greatly improved.
In this study, the rockery was reproduced by 3D printing with the hope that Chinese classical gardens will
continue to be reproduced in this way so that the previously original, unrepeatable garden space will be physically recorded. Furthermore, since the research on the
3D scanning and printing of buildings is relatively developed in the literature, we hope that the buildings around
the rockery can also be scanned and printed in 3D at a
later stage to create a complete garden space. However,
3D scanning technology is not ideal for processing plants

3.5 h
2

~ 750 m2

because of the density and complexity of leaves and
branches. Thus, many plant models cannot be adequately
presented yet. Also, the rockery’s 3D print is a white
model without coloring. Currently, most 3D printing
equipment cannot make direct color copies; therefore,
manual coloring is needed [26], also there are some cases
of color 3D printing, but the price is relatively high [35,
36]. This process, however, still cannot reflect the texture
of the rockery. In the field of 3D scanning and 3D printing, new methods are continuously emerging, and these
problems will eventually be solved.

Conclusion
Increasingly, attention has been paid to digital cultural
heritage and the digital research of Chinese classical
garden rockeries. However, in the face of diverse digital
instruments, many questions arise, such as how to use
digital methods for research or utilize data to protect and
activate cultural heritage. In recent years, 3D printing
technology has rapidly developed and made important
contributions to cultural heritage [21, 27]. Through 3D
printing, we hope to activate research for the rockery that
belongs to a heritage site by improving people’s intuitive
understanding of the rockery through physical visualization. Similarly, 3D printing can also be used to enable a

Table 2 Comparison of working parameters
Equipment

Trimble TX8

Slam_Horizon

Scanning range

≥ 335 m

100 m

Measuring speed

≥ 1,000,000 point/second

300,000 point/second

1 mm

10 ~ 30 mm

Collection object

Main rockery

Narrow cave, crevice, hole

Acquisition time

3.5 h

40 min

Point cloud processing duration

8 days

0.5 days

Point cloud classification duration

1h

0.5 h

Grid model generation time

6 days

0.5 days

Model processing time

6 days

2 days

Point cloud quantity

1.66 billion

320 million

Measuring accuracy
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rockery’s industrialization or even place it into cultural
and creative industries for production to increase its
value.
This experiment involved the use of two different 3D
scanning devices to scan the rockery and print the model
at the same time in order to realize the reproduction of
the rockery. Doing so provided a new method and direction for the future protection and research of the rockery.
Compared with the experiment conducted by the team in
Huanxiu Shanzhuang [32], the scanning time and accuracy were improved. For the rockery, a more specific and
perfect mapping process plan has been formed. However,
this mapping method is developed for the high-precision data needed for 3D printing. The number of points
acquired in this experiment was too large to ensure the
comprehensiveness of the data acquisition. In the later
modeling process, the operation was complex, the computer operation was difficult, and the data processing
time was long. Questions remain about how to ensure
the validity of the data and avoid the post-processing difficulties caused by redundant data. For example, if only
the rockery is digitally recorded, and high-precision
model research is not needed, the hand-held 3D laser
scanner can achieve fast, convenient operation with less
point cloud data, which is convenient for later modeling.
However, this method does not solve all problems. In the
process of scanning, it is still the case that plant occlusion
is an important factor affecting scanning accuracy. In this
experiment, there were still some models in some areas
that were difficult to repair because of plant occlusion.
This may be solved in the future by upgrading the equipment and improving the mapping method.
In terms of cultural relic protection, this study lays
the foundation for high-precision maintenance and settlement monitoring of rockeries. The team will strive to
carry out regular high-precision 3D scanning of rockeries in the future and will endeavor to establish a digital
protection network system for rockeries, so as to change
their protection status from rescue protection to preventive protection. In terms of teaching and research, the
team plans to carry out mechanical analysis and digital
disassembly of the obtained rockery model, complete
the simulation process of rockery through the computer, and help students to carry out virtual simulation
learning about rockery construction. Furthermore, this
study aimed to provide a method for preserving other
stone cultural heritage sites that are similar to rockeries
(such as those with complex voids and spaces). By further improving this method, researchers may eventually
record even more stone cultural heritage sites.
Aiming at the problem of whether the 3D printed
rockery obtained in this experiment has research accuracy and provides researchers with secondary research,
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the team plans to scan the 3D model obtained to compare whether it matches the original rockery data.
Doing so will confirm the accuracy of the model. The
success of such endeavors may be inhibited by the limitations of this work; this experiment did not collect
and print the color of the rockery. The white model
will have a certain impact on the visibility of the original texture of the rockery. Although SLA material can
restore the details of the rockery to a great extent, it
does not completely restore the original texture of
Taihu stone. Such lack of detail will have an impact on
the study of the rockery learners have a certain influence. This limitation can be addressed by trying to
obtain other materials closer to the stone’s texture, and
coloring the rockery, perhaps through color printing or
by projecting an image on the model’s surface to mimic
the texture.
In recent years, 3D printing has been utilized to protect cultural relics. For example, to prevent damage to
cultural relics caused by natural conditions and other factors, 3D copies are used for permanent replacement [38]
or while auxiliary cultural relics are restored [39, 40]. This
work does not intend to advocate using 3D printing to
repair and replace the rockery. However, in the future, it
may be possible to disassemble the entire rockery by having 3D prints of the rockery’s constituent parts; this will
allow researchers to restore the stacking process. Also,
3D printed rockeries can help people with visual impairment to have more intuitive contact with the site and can
reduce the rockery as a whole to a smaller range so that
people can appreciate and connect with it when the original cannot be accessed. This may attract more tourists
and increase the site managers’ interest.
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